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Franklin Community Cooperative 
Board of Directors Meeting 

Oct. 14, 2020 – 6:30 p.m. via Zoom video conference 
 

Directors Present: Jeanne Douillard (she/her), Emily Gopen (she/her), Annie Winkler (they/them), 
Andy Grant (he/him/friend), Bob Sagor (he/him), Margaret Cooley (she/her), Peter Garbus 
(he/him), Micah Roberts (he/him), George Touloumtzis (he/him), Rachael Katz (she/her).  
Directors Absent: none.  
Member Owners and others attending part or all of the meeting: John Williams (he/him), 
Emma Morgan (she/her).  
Facilitator: Jeanne Douillard 
Minutes: Kathy Litchfield (she/her) 
Timekeeper: Andy Grant 

 
1. Welcome & Announcements  

1.1. Jeanne welcomed everyone and asked for announcements. 
1.2. George shared that Andee Crommett submitted her resignation from the BOD as of today, 

with reluctance and as a result of a confluence of pandemic-related events.  
1.3. Micah shared that he needs to leave the meeting at 7:30 p.m. tonight.  
1.4. George shared upcoming Columinate training opportunities: on Nov. 14 CBL101 will be 

offered from 11 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.; financial training series for board members begins Nov. 
5 and goes for four weeks at 8 p.m. for two hours. Ask him or Peter for more info.  

1.5. Jeanne encouraged everyone to engage in a “get to know you” exercise, by answering: 
“what is one thing you are grateful for?” There was a go-round of personal thoughts shared.  
 

2. Open Forum 
2.1.  Nothing.  

 
3. Agenda Review 

3.1. George suggested directors review the contract with the CBLD program tonight, inside 
agenda item #13, as it’s directly related to the BOD budget. There were no objections.  

3.2. Andy said he wanted to “acknowledge that we’re meeting on Pocumtuck homeland.”  
3.3. George asked Andy if we’d be engaging in agenda item 16 tonight? Andy said no; we can 

defer this item.  
3.4. GM John said there is the potential that the Executive Session tonight may run late “if 

we’re not extremely disciplined.” 
 

4. Minutes for 9/9/20 
4.1. George made a motion to approve the Minutes from the Sept. 9, 2020 BOD Meeting.  
4.2. Micah seconded the motion.  
4.3. There was no discussion.  
4.4. The motion passed 11 in favor, 0 opposed, 1 abstaining (BOD Tally: 10, 0, 0).*  

 
5. Good Meeting Reminder  

5.1. Bob emphasized the importance of holding a space where everyone is offered a chance to 
contribute thoughts on topics, based on an app used at a previous “good meeting” that 



showed that males spoke much more than females/other genders did. The past meeting 
showed that after the sharing of the observation of who spoke the most, the group 
responded positively, and was much more inclusive in the last third of the meeting. He 
shared this as a good meeting reminder, about a good meeting.  

5.2. Annie shared the website app that measures speaking frequency in the Zoom “chat”. 
 

6. GM FYI Report 
6.1.  GM John reviewed his report (Packet, page 9-11) and shared updates, including that the 

third party who validates inventory, Regis, has had to cancel due to staffing issues (it is 
rescheduled presently for Oct. 25); that member-owner survey questions are being finalized 
and will be shared with the board early next week; that input from the Membership 
Engagement Committee (MEC) will be requested in terms of questions dealing with 
Product Mix for the member-owner survey; and that he has adjusted metering at GFM to be 
monitored only during high traffic times with 25 people being allowed at a time; it remains 
5 people at McCusker’s.  

6.2. He also shared that last week’s power outage caused $9,416 in spoilage and an estimated 
$22,000 loss in sales; he is talking with the insurance company to compensate losses with 
the additional riders purchased on the policy. The deductible is $5,000. He praised staff for 
being extremely responsive, resourceful and flexible throughout the outage.  
 

7. Healthy Food Access Committee (HFAC) Charter Change Proposal 
7.1. Jeanne shared that this agenda item was deferred to tonight’s meeting from last month’s 

BOD meeting for discussion; the goal is to approve the charter changes tonight.  
7.2. Andy, as chair of the HFAC, asked for questions to the suggested charter revisions (Packet, 

pages 12-14).  
7.3. There were questions about the inclusion of “sociocracy” in the charter, including whether 

it is necessary to include as a process used by one committee; what would happen if the 
board chair changes and the new chair wasn’t familiar with sociocracy; the option of 
rewriting the charter in the future if necessary based on committee members’ sociocracy 
familiarity; and a thought shared that sociocracy allows for every person’s voice to be heard 
which is a goal of the HFAC.  

7.4. There was a clarification - that while it’s been a tradition that board committees have had 
board members as chairs, it is not written in stone that it has to be this way and in fact at 
least one board committee (MEC) did have a non-director chair for awhile. 

7.5. Andy said the HFAC is willing to remove the phrase “in the mode of sociocracy” if it is the 
will of the BOD.  

7.6. Annie asked for a show of fingers held up to determine whether directors were ready to 
vote on the charter (5 fingers up) or not (1 finger up). The results were mixed.  

7.7. Annie asked for a show of thumbs up to determine whether directors were ready to vote on 
everything above the “committee composition” paragraph, which mentions sociocracy, in 
the document. Results showed all directors were in favor of voting in this way.  

7.8. Emily made a motion that we vote to approve the portion of the revised charter for the 
HFAC, that is above the word “committee composition.”  

7.9. Bob seconded the motion.  
7.10. Annie made a “quick, friendly amendment,” to approve everything except for the 

paragraph “committee composition” (to include the paragraphs below that one).  
7.11. Jeanne called the vote.  
7.12. The motion passed 10 in favor, 0 opposed, 0 abstaining (BOD Tally: 9, 0, 0).  



7.13. Rachael made a motion to approve the entire HFAC charter revision with the following 
amendment: change the language under committee composition, so that the first sentence 
reads “the committee includes defined membership, set terms, consent decision making, 
and regular minutes.”  

7.14. Annie seconded the motion.  
7.15. The motion passed 10 in favor, 0 opposed, 0 abstaining (BOD Tally: 9, 0, 0).  

 
8. Potential Recommended Bylaws Changes 

8.1. Jeanne and GM John thanked Rachael and the Policy & Bylaw Revision Committee 
(P&BRC) for the great info provided in the Packet for tonight’s discussion. Jeanne 
suggested directors not dive deeply into a discussion on quorum tonight, due to time 
constraints.  

8.2. Rachael reviewed the proposed bylaw changes (Packet pages 15-21) and asked for BOD 
feedback on three items: changing the number of 10 members who can force a revote on a 
BOD decision at a BOD meeting to a more appropriate percentage, perhaps 1%; and on the 
issue of  “good standing” – what defines it, and how does it relate to voting by 
member-owners.  

8.3. There were no questions or clarifications requested.  
8.4. Rachael asked directors whether 1% is an appropriate percentage of member-owners 

required to force the BOD to re-vote. A show of thumbs sideways, up or down showed that 
two directors would prefer a higher percentage (2% and 5% were suggested); one director 
shared reluctance to vote based on a preference to eliminate the entire mechanism from the 
bylaws but agreed to go with the feeling of the group.  

8.5. George shared a concern that there is presently no mechanism for member-owners to 
collect signatures of other member-owners in opposition to a BOD decision based on the 
fact that they’re not allowed to be solicited in the stores.  

8.6. It was clarified that the issue of member-owners attempting to force a BOD re-vote has 
happened in the past and thus a revisiting of this issue is relevant.  

8.7. Rachael asked directors whether they think member-owners not in good standing should be 
allowed to vote. The question was rephrased to be “should good standing with regard to 
payment plans be a requirement for voting?”  

8.8. A show of thumbs showed that all but two directors felt that yes, being in good standing 
should be a requirement to vote.  

8.9. Rachael asked directors whether being in good standing should be a requirement for other 
governance activities, such as attending and voting at BOD meetings.  

8.10. A show of thumbs showed that all but three directors felt that yes, being in good 
standing should be a requirement for participating in other governance activities.  

8.11. There was a thought shared that economic equity be considered when determining 
member-owners in “good standing” – for example if financial difficulty is the only reason a 
member-owner is not up to date on a payment plan, to consider them as able to vote.  

8.12. Emma requested using clear language such as “that good standing with regard to 
payment plans is required for voting” in a motion to be made tonight.  

8.13. Rachael made a motion that the BOD delegate to the Policy & Bylaw Revision 
Committee the task of crafting Bylaw amendment language for the following areas: to 
remove gendered language from the Bylaws; to add clarifying language regarding 
MGL156B/157 to Art I, Sec I; to add clarifying language regarding quorum in the 
appropriate location; to update Article VIII, Sect 2 so a higher number of members is 
required to force a BOD revote; to define “good standing” and to clearly enumerate those 



member rights which are limited by failure to be in good standing, including that being in 
good standing is a requirement to vote; and return the proposed language to the full 
Board for a vote at the December BOD meeting.”  

8.14. George seconded the motion.  
8.15. The motion passed, 11 in favor, 0 opposed, 0 abstaining (BOD Tally: 10, 0, 0).  

 
9. Break #1 

9.1.  There was a five minute break, during which Micah left the meeting.  
 

10. Executive Session: Real Estate 
10.1. Annie made a motion to enter Executive Session at 7:38 p.m. It passed unanimously. 
10.2. Kathy and Emma left the meeting in advance of the Executive Session.  

 
The meeting reconvened at 8:21 p.m. Kathy and Emma rejoined the meeting.  
 
Annie asked Kathy to post in the Chat and also read the motion from the bylaw section back to the 
BOD, as Emma, who lost contact with Zoom during the motion reading/BOD vote, wanted to 
suggest revisions to the motion. Kathy did so. There was discussion about how to move forward at 
tonight’s meeting - to revise the motion now with the whole group, or continue with other agenda 
items while a small group finalized the motion. The meeting continued.  
 
11. D (Board-General Manager Delegation) Policies Report 

11.1. Peter shared that all of the D policies were rated “adequate” to “excellent” and suggested 
directors read the two comments on Packet page 22.  
 

12. Break #2 
12.1. There was a five minute break, during which some directors remained in the meeting to 

discuss the bylaw Motion revisions Emma was working on, mentioned above. It was then 
agreed that the revised motion would be discussed at the end of tonight’s meeting.  
 

13. FY2021 BOD Budget  
13.1. Jeanne shared numbers from the 2021 budget so far, based on the BOD Budget in the 

Packet. She clarified that Simply Voting will cost $5,458 and that renewing the contract 
with Columinate will cost $7,250; and that there is $42,500 for potential expenses next 
year.  

13.2. There were questions and answers, including about additional funds being allocated to 
the Annual Meeting (AM) if a professional facilitator and/or keynote speaker might be 
considered; about additional expenses possibly also needed for Zoom facilitation during the 
AM; and additional Zoom costs that might be incurred as a result of needing to have at least 
200 people on the Zoom AM videoconference call.  

13.3. Jeanne said there is plenty of money to play with for allocation for the AM.  
13.4. Additional discussion included whether the BOD would like to have a placeholder for 

Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DEI) work in 2021; whether a line item just for that would 
be appropriate; and what the funds for participating in the CCMA conference might be if it 
is virtual.  

13.5. Jeanne said she would fill in some new numbers and send the budget to directors 
tomorrow via email, and ask for approval.  

13.6. Andy moved to renew the participation agreement with Columinate. 



13.7. Peter seconded the motion. George said he’ll sign the agreement tomorrow if the motion 
passes.  

13.8. The motion passed 7 in favor, 0 opposed, 3 abstaining (BOD Tally: 7, 0, 2).  
13.9. Jeanne again offered to revise the budget and send it to directors via email tomorrow for 

approval.  
13.10. There was disapproval shared about making decisions on important topics between BOD 

meetings, such as via email.  
13.11. George suggested Jeanne revise the budget and bring to the next BOD meeting for 

approval; Jeanne agreed although the deadline is past due.  
13.12. Rachael made a motion to accept the BOD budget, in advance of Jeanne’s changes.  
13.13. Emily seconded the motion.  
13.14. The motion passed 11 in favor, 0 opposed, 0 abstaining (BOD Tally: 9, 0, 0).  

 
14. Reimbursement of Previously Embezzled Funds 

14.1. Bob shared that he and Jeanne were on the hearing (videoconference) call on Sept. 29 
regarding Dwight Gaddis. The hearing lasted five minutes as Gaddis didn’t show up; it was 
adjourned. Then Gaddis showed up, so they reconvened the hearing (Jeanne couldn’t get 
back on the conference). Bob shared: the clerk said there was no judge there; Gaddis was 
advised to get legal counsel and he refused; he was asked if he’d be open to having 
appointed counsel and he said fine. The hearing was scheduled for Friday, Oct. 16 at 2 p.m. 
Next steps will be determined, as Gaddis is at the end of his probation and clearly his 
condition was paying in full the $75,000 he owed. He is $31,500 short of that but has met 
every minimum monthly payment of $300/month, Bob said. It will be a “Henry hearing” 
which GM John had told Bob involves a law stating that you can’t keep a person in jail 
forever if he’s simply unable to make payments. Jeanne and Bob will attend Friday’s 
hearing and report back to the BOD.  
 

15. Preferred Shares Details 
15.1. Rachael said she has talked with the co-op’s new lawyers and received an email this 

afternoon with draft language for Bylaw and Articles of Organization updates, with regards 
to offering Preferred Shares, which she will review ASAP and confer with the BOD about. 
She requested feedback from GM John and directors about the number of shares to make 
available and at what cost, and suggested making 100,000 shares at $100 apiece available 
(raising a potential of $10 million in capital). This info will become part of the Articles of 
Organization, following approval. People could purchase multiple shares or a single share.  

15.2. After a brief discussion there was general agreement that making 100,000 shares 
available at $100 apiece sounded reasonable.  
 

16. DEI: Soul Fire Farm Program 
16.1.  Moved to next BOD Meeting agenda.  

 
17. A Cruise around the Parking Lot 

17.1. Peter updated directors on BOD Retreat dates as obtained via doodle poll; potential dates 
are Oct. 31 and Nov. 7, both from 1 to 4 p.m. He’ll be in touch with a final date once he’s 
heard back from everyone involved, including facilitators: Mark Goehring or Michael 
Healy, from Columinate.  

17.2. About the Policy Parking Lot (PPL), Peter reviewed Packet pages 25-27 and asked 
directors to consider whether the PPL should remain a priority to determine process; 



whether the policies that are deemed necessary of updating should go directly to the 
P&BRC for revising, or be referred to another committee, or be voted upon directly at a 
BOD meeting; and what the threshold might be for moving a policy out of the parking lot 
for revision if survey results are not clearly conclusive.  

17.3. Peter said six directors filled out surveys so far (Andy completed his survey during this 
agenda item, bringing the total to seven).  

17.4. Peter reviewed the policies one by one, sharing results for each with directors, 
concluding that G5.1, G7.2.1 and G8 Global rose to the top in terms of needing 
updates/revisions.  

17.5. It was pointed out that since the PPL was created, some of the policies in question may 
have already been updated in the Policy Register.  

17.6. Peter asked whether the policies remaining in the PPL should stay there for now, or be 
removed as non-priorities so that others may take their places over time. Thoughts shared 
included leaving them in, as revisions may require research and be more complicated to 
address; taking them out in order to “look ahead to the horizon” with a clean slate; a 
suggestion that any policy that received 2-3 high priority responses in the survey should at 
least remain in the parking lot for future consideration; and a similar thought that policies 
should stay there until a survey shows they clearly trend one way or the other.  

17.7. GM John suggested putting into practice reviewing the parking lot regularly and asked 
whether he as GM should participate in the survey.  

17.8. Peter asked if directors wanted to revisit this and allow for more directors to take the 
survey; and whether any BOD committees wanted to take up any of the policies that need 
revising now.  

17.9. Jeanne said she’d take the G8 Global re: the Treasurer and bring it to the Finance 
Committee. Emma said G8 Global was revised last year, as was the charter. Jeanne said she 
will look at both with the Finance Committee.  

17.10. It was suggested that Peter bring the PPL back to the next BOD meeting for more 
clarification and re-send the survey out so more directors can participate. Peter agreed to do 
so.  

 
Annie shared an apology for the process by which the earlier motion revision was approached, 
and shared that the revised motion is ready for approval by directors now.  
 
Annie shared a google drive document link in the Zoom “chat,” and directors clicked on it to 
view the revised motion, which read:  

 
Rachael made a motion that the BOD delegate to the Policy & Bylaw Revision 
Committee the task of crafting Bylaw amendment language and Voter Guides for the 
following areas: to remove gendered language from the Bylaws; to add clarifying 
language regarding MGL156B/157 to Art I, Sec I; to add clarifying language regarding 
quorum in the appropriate location; to update Article VIII, Sect 2 so a higher number of 
members is required to force a BOD revote; to define “good standing” and to clearly 
enumerate those member privileges which require good standing, one of which 
shall be voting at membership meetings. and return the proposed language and draft 
voter guides to the full Board for a vote at the December BOD meeting.  

 
 
 



 
Annie offered “as a friendly amendment to the motion I made previously, to alter the text as in 
the document we’re looking at.” Bob seconded the motion.  
 
The motion passed 11 in favor, 0 opposed, 0 abstaining (BOD Tally: 9, 0, 0).  

 
18. Meeting Evaluation 

18.1. There was a go-round of thoughts shared.  
 

The meeting adjourned at 9:31 p.m.  
 
Officers’ Reports to be shared with Kathy after the meeting for inclusion in Minutes:  
 
George (President): I did the usual pattern of collaborations and consultations for the agenda 
development and meeting preparation. I conferred with Andee about her decision and the process 
re: resigning from the Board.  
 
Peter (Vice President): I helped organize the board retreat. 
 
Jeanne (Treasurer): I attended the Dwight Gaddis hearing - the first one - but couldn’t get in the 
second  time. I worked with George and Mark G. to prepare for the October meeting facilitation. 
 
Bob (Clerk): I also have been attending Gaddis hearings.  
 
* Our minutes record all votes with the tally of the entire meeting, followed by the Board tally in parentheses. We do this in order to 
fulfill the requirements of our Bylaw Article VIII Board of Directors’ Meetings, Section 1: “... Each director shall have one vote. 
Decisions shall be made by a majority vote. Any Co-op member in attendance may vote and shall have one vote. In the case that a 
vote is against that of a majority of directors present, the matter shall be referred to the next Board meeting for decision. In the case 
that the decision is against the majority of the Board present at that second meeting, the matter shall be referred to a meeting of the 
general membership for decision. 

 
 


